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THREE SHEETS TO THE 
WIND 

Newsletter of the Winnipeg Model Boat Club 

Quotes from the Quarterdeck
I am wri(ng this in late January as we are about to enter our eleventh month of the COVID pandemic. 
I’ve been thinking back on my (me in the Winnipeg Model Boat Club, the gatherings at the Duck Pond 
and Silver Harbour and our annual regaHa. But I also look back fondly at our monthly club mee(ngs, 
exchanging ideas and just catching up with a group who all share a similar interest. But although we 
haven’t met as a group for the past 4 months, I have found that being a part of this group has helped 
me get through this difficult (me.  Every day, I spend a few hours in my basement workshop working 
on or researching not only my boats, but my other model projects as well.  What a great way to es-
cape, at least for a while, COVID news, concerns about vaccine availability and the craziness of what is 
going on in the now post-Trump United States (not to men(on a liHle break from my wife, as we con-
(nue our life in our household of only two)!  

A big thank you to Bob Russell, and all contributors who have undertaken this monthly newsleHer, an-
other way to keep in touch with each other. Stay well, keep safe and un(l we meet again... 

Fair winds and following seas, 

Leo Steinfeld, President 
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2020 Financial Report 30 December 2020


	 	 	 	 	 Credit	 	 	 Debit	 	 	 Balance

Jan-01, 2020 Cash	 249.00

Member Dues   		 	 	 997.00

Auction Aug 3rd, 2020 	 	 	 155.00

Raffle Jan 6th. 2020	 	 	 102.00

2019 xmas party	 	 	 	 	 	 -64.00

Go Daddy website	 	 	 	 	 	 -165.00

Photo Central name tags -20.00


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1254.00**


**We had some hectic meetings selling stuff, I think some cash was accepted but I don’t have exact 
records of all that happened. That is why the reported income and expenses come to 1254.00 which 
is 170.00 less than the actual money the club has on hand:


CASH 610.00

Bank account 809.68

(30 Nov 2020)
Total money ----! 1419.68

The December 30 will have another 1.95 deduction. All the cheques received so far will only count for 
2021. (Submitted by Owen Linton - WMBC Treasurer) 

So the club has a good war chest for 2021 and beyond. 
  
Happy new year, 
  
Owen

Addendum to above statement:  
 
Owen reports further… 

 As of January 27, 2021  

24-members have paid for 2021 membership and Owen has made the bank deposit so our financial 
position as of this date is: 
  
TD Bank Account    $1557.73 
Cash on hand            $  485.00 
Total          $2042.73 
  
24 members are fully paid for 2021. 
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Reminder for those who may not have paid their 
2021 dues. You may send a cheque payable to 
the Winnipeg Model Boat Club c/o Owen Linton, 
31 Amundsen Bay, Winnipeg, Mb. R3K-0V1 or 
contact him at 

Owen-Linton@outlook.com

to make other arrangements.  

United Kingdom Ministry of Defence Police patrol boat Sir Humphrey Gale, Portsmouth, Hants, UK.

Ministry of Defence Police (MDP) is a civilian special police force which is part of the United King-
dom's Ministry of Defence. The MDP's primary responsibilities are to provide armed security and 
counter terrorism services to designated high-risk areas, as well as uniformed policing and limited in-
vestigative services to Ministry of Defence property, personnel, and installations throughout the United 
Kingdom. The MDP are not military police and should not be confused with the Royal Military Police or 
any other British Service Police. Photograph courtesy of Leo Steinfeld and friends in Portsmouth, 
Hants, UK.  
 
Ed. Note: These would make wonderful model boats for radio control or states display. I am not aware 
at this time if there are kits of these UK police boats or is there are plans available. If I hear of any kits/
plans of this type of police boat from the UK I will let you all know. 

Sir Humphrey Gale, MOD Police

mailto:Owen-Linton@outlook.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_police_force#United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(United_Kingdom)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_police
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Military_Police
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The Windy Corner 
By Doug Stephens 


It’s February and the water outside is still hard.  Hopefully you are all hard at work on the modelling 
bench getting you new project or projects ready for the spring thaw. This month we will have a little 
discussion on sailing terminology.  Now as members of a model boat club I can safely assume you 
have some knowledge of nautical terms. Bow, Stern, Port, Starboard etc but sailboats have their own 
unique set of terminology.  


Below is a list of terms that was forwarded to me by Glenn Seifert and it seemed an appropriate place 
to start.  

Sailing terminology 

AIRS - Wind or breeze. 

BOOM - A horizontal spar used to control the position of the main sail 

BOWSIE - (adjuster) A strip of plastic with three holes. By threading a line through the holes, it is used to adjust 
the length of a shroud , stay, or sheet. 

CLEW - The bottom corner of the sail closest to the luff 

CLUB - A horizontal spar used to control the position of the jib sail 

DRUM WINCH - Reels sheets onto a spool as opposed to using the travel of a sail arm. 

FOOT - The bottom edge of the sail 

FOULED - Tangled 

GOOSENECK - A fitting connecting the boom to the mast. 

HEAD - The top of the sail 

JIB - The smaller triangular sail at the front (bow) of the boat. 

JIBSTAY - A line passing from the mast, through the luff pocket of the jib sail to the deck or jib club. 

LEECH - The trailing edge of the sail 

LUFF - The leading edge of the sail 

MAST - A vertical spar 

RECEIVER - A device used to interpret signals sent by the transmitter and control the servos. 
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RIGGING - The lines, wires and fittings used to hold the mast and spars in place 

SERVO  - A device used to control moveable parts. It responds to signals interpreted by the receiver 

SHEETS - Lines used to control the sails. 

SPAR - A member used to attach and position the sails. 

SUIT - A set of sails 

TACK - The bottom corner of the closest to the leech 

TRANSMITTER - (radio) The controller held by the person controlling a radio controlled device. 

WATERLINE - A line on a boat indicating the displacement in calm water. 

WETTED AREA - The portion of the boat beneath the water. 
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Let there be Light  

 by Colin Cassidy 

Nothing enhances a model more than adding realis(c detail that can bring the model to life.  This detail can be 
added to any project including: prefabricated out of the box ready to run models, models built from kits, scratch-
built models or just to spruce up and enhance an exis(ng model.  Details can be as simple as a paint scheme that 
weathers or refreshes the look of the model, to adding more complex detail such as sound, lights, smoke and 
other working features (such as radar).  For those of you that have seen my models, you will know that I have a 
tendency to add a great deal of details to my models to the extent that it can complicate the build greatly.  I have 
always felt though, that if I can see a feature in a photo or on the plans there is no reason that I couldn’t model 
it.  As the scale I build in has increased (primarily due to the fact that it is harder to see the smaller scales) I have 
found that the level of details can be increased.  When possible, I like to replicate features on the model such 
that it looks like they could actual work as they would in real life. 

One of the details that I have puHered with over the years, is adding realis(c ligh(ng to the model, in the way of 
working lights, naviga(on lights and searchlights.  My first venture into the realm of ligh(ng was a quite a num-
ber of years ago when I scratch built my Smit Nederland.  Since the scale of the model was 1/35 it seemed a per-
fect subject to light up.  A variety of working lights were, and are s(ll available, from M.A.C.K. Products, so I ac-
quired a supply of cabin lights, search lights, running and naviga(on lights.  These products are quite well made 
and ideal for projects of this scale or larger scales.  The lights came in nickel plated brass casings and look very 
nau(cal.  I painstakingly added all the required lights to the model and ran all the electrical wires back to a cen-
tral switch.  Given that there are about twenty lights on the model this ended up with a real dog’s breakfast of 
electrical wires, however I persevered and finally had the model fully wired and ready for the big day when I 
would get to show it off to my modelling buddies.  Imagine my disappointed when I turned the lights on for the 
grand reveal and you couldn’t tell they were on in the sunlight.  We even all gathered together one late evening 
to see how it looked when the sun had gone down and again the lights were barely visible.  The problem is, that 
at that (me, the only lights available, were grain of wheat, incandescent bulbs, that look good on the work 
bench but suffer greatly when exposed to natural light.  That was the last (me that I ran the model with those 
lights.  The lights remained part of the model but over the years, the electrical wires were disconnected, and in 
some cases removed.  My foray into ligh(ng up a model had ended in failure and I gave up pursuing the project. 

Fast forward twenty years and we come to the world of LEDs and more specifically, micro LEDs.  A number of 
club members have added these lights to their models and they look great in any kind of light.  I felt the desire to 
once more venture into fray and added LED running and naviga(on lights to my recent projects of the Calypso 
and Clyde Puffer.  On the Puffer, I even scratch built a housing to hold the LED and made two search lights.  The 
results turned out fairly well and once more I was hooked.  As the lock down of 2020 progressed I completed the 
last of my outstanding projects and was looking around for inspira(on when I saw my old Smit Nederland, with 
it’s non-func(onal lights, and decided to rewire the whole thing to LEDs.  I had a supply of 3mm LEDs and felt 
that I could do most of the project with those.  As I wished to con(nue using the nickel-plated brass search-
lights and cabin lights that were already on the model a different solu(on was required.  The 3mm 
bulb was too large to fit into these exis(ng casing.  So, I went on line and looked up Micro LEDs and 
found prewired micro LEDs (micro litz) (Photos 1&2)that were smaller than the head of a match.  
These come in a couple of different sizes and lead lengths so can be tailored to fit the project.
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So, one Amazon order later I found myself with a number of these micro litz.  They are small enough 
that they can just about fit into anything and the fact they are prewired greatly enhances their usabili-
ty.  Overall, these litz do provide a fairly bright light but I found in some cases, such as the searchlights, 
that I needed a liHle more light.  This was accomplished by just wiring a second litz into the light fix-
ture.  Having the litz prewired with insulated wire also made it easier to wire up the fixtures without 
having to worry about shor(ng out the circuit. 

The project also required a complete rewiring of the model and some minor surgery was required to 
access places where I had never intended going back into.  Electrical lines were fished through areas, 
where possible, in order to keep the open boat surgery to a minimum.  Since it was not feasible to re-
use the exis(ng mast (it has six running lights built in), a new mast was made from brass, using differ-
ent size tubing and other bar stock.  (Photo 3) When wiring the LEDs, the nega(ve post of the LED was 
soldered directly to the brass mast, making the mast itself the conduit for the nega(ve charge.  In this 
way, I only had to feed the posi(ve line through the rela(vely small centre of the mast.  By sistering up 
these posi(ve lines as I went along. I ended up with only one posi(ve lead at the boHom of the mast.  
By soldering a nega(ve lead directly to the boHom of the mast, I completed the circuit and had work-
ing mast lights.  While I had the bridge structure opened up in order to run electrical lines, I took ad-
vantage of having access to the bridge and added crew figures inside as well as wiring up a working 
radar (that may be another future ar(cle).   

This was also the (me to wire up the lights into different groupings, so that I could control which sets 
of lights were on at any (me.  As I noted earlier, for this applica(on, I decided to use manual switches 
to control the lights, so all electrical lines were run to a central “electrical panel” (Photo 4) that includ-
ed the necessary switches and the baHery (separate from the RC system) for the lights.  There is, of 
course, no reason why remote switches, either key fob type or directly to RC system, couldn’t be used, 
and I certainly may entertain that approach some(me in the future.  In my case, since most of the 
lights are in my removable bridge, I didn’t want to have to play around with trying to set up a connec-
(on between it and the RC system in the belly of the boat.  Also, since I was seing up numerous sep-
arate groups of lights, a key fob type system, didn’t seem prac(cal at the (me.  I adopted the KISS 
principle in this case. 

Overall, I am very pleased with the results (Photos 5&6) and can’t wait to see it on the water.  My les-
son learned was if you are going to add lights to a model, try doing it in the ini(al construc(on.  While 
it is certainly possible to retrofit an exis(ng model, it is not always the easiest thing to do.  It is howev-
er probably worth the effort if you can pull it off and the micro litz certainly make it possible to light up 
models built in smaller scales. 

Happy modelling. 
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Photo 3

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4
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Photo 4
Photo 5

Photo 6
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Smale Scale Scene

Small scale ship modelling by Claude Rivard 

Over the years I have built a number of models either for RC or sta(c display in larger scale.  They have been 
mostly either 1/96th or 1/48th scale.  My preference was and s(ll is Canadian subjects, naval or work boats. I have 
had a lot of pleasure and enjoyment building them.  However there is another aspect of this hobby that I enjoy 
as much and that is building sta(c ship models of either resin or plas(c in smaller scales. 

I refer to this as small ship modelling.  The scales of these models can vary in size such as 1/1200 which is 1 inch 
= 100 feet, 1/350 = 29’2”, 1/700 = 58’4” and 1/200 = 16’ 8” etc. etc.  .  My personal preference is either 1/350 or 
1/200.  Don’t get me wrong but 1/700 does have some appeal for me but it is more a vision issue rather than 
quality.  Believe me there are some great quality kits out there of but as (me goes on I find that these are too 
small for me.    

The detail on these kits is usually good and some come with photo etched parts which you can use or not and 
then there is the availability of aoermarket photo etch.  Some(mes however, they can be very expensive but 
they do add a nice touch.  Whatever scale you choose is a maHer of personal preference and there are many 
varied subjects such as warships, work boats, submarines and passenger liners.  For the most part they are his-
toric while others are everyday subjects.  Quality of produc(on is usually very good to absolutely terrible but in 
the absence of anything else, a good modeller can work miracles. Hobby Sense has a good selec(on of kits to 
choose from in all catagories. 

The photos included on the next page are: 
 
NYK Line Hikawa Maru in 1/350 scale.   
 
Hapag Lloyd Columbo Express in 1/700 scale (built because there were not a lot of small parts and easy to build) 
and  
 
Smit Nederland in 1/200 scale. 

Stay tuned for future build projects and above all stay safe.  Remember COVID is an equal opportunity virus and 
doesn’t care who you are.
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Photo 5

Smit Nederland 1/200 scale

Hapag-Lloyd Columbo Express 

NYK Line Hikawa Maru 1/350 scale
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Editor's Quill  

 
A laurel and hearty hurrah to those members who have been contributing to Three Sheets to the 
Wind. It is really appreciated. For those who have not - don't be shy. No one here is going to criticize 
your writing skill or subject material if it is about model boats or related to actual ships and or mar-
itime history. I am always looking for tips and tricks that you may wish to share, kit reviews, in-
depth build series, book reports, etc.  
 
I will be inviting members to submit "letters to the editor." This will be for comments, beefs if re-
quired, and constructive suggestions to make the newsletter and the Winnipeg Model Boat Club 
better. For instance we will need to do some planning for the fitting out of the WMBC RREx 
"Clubhouse" and suggestions to the newsletter would be a great place to start tossing out some ideas 
that we can give thought to before any final decisions are made.  
 
I am hoping to have the next issue (March 2021) include another Windy Corner column by Doug 
Stephens, a few building tips from Bill Wersch as he continues his construction of the 1/144 scale 
HMS Bluebell Flower Class Corvette including a wonderful explanation of how he has made the 
scale ocean on which the corvette will be ricking and rolling! Martin Stroud has sent in some con-
struction photos of his large sailboat and I hope to have one to two other items including an article 
on the loss of the Atlantic Conveyor during the Falklands War in 1982 courtesy of Leo Steinfeld.

My apologies to the club for again not including the WMBC survey results. It has been not as easy 
as I thought it would be compiling the results and writing something that is based upon these results 
and that is useful to the club. I will soldier on and am determined to get these out in March. 

May we all have fair weather, be scurvy free and no more than 12 lashes at the grating.  
 
Stay safe and keep dodging the Covid-19 Darts. 

Bob Russell
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